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INNOVATION, TECHNOLOGY, & DISRUPTIVE CHANGE

OPENING MINDS TO WHAT’S NEXT
Jack Shaw is an Innovation and Change Management Strategist with more than 30
years' experience helping leaders transform their organizations' digital ecosystems
amid new waves of technology. A Global Thought Leader, he was voted one of the
World's Top 25 Speakers and one of the Top Five Technology Futurists in polls
conducted by Speaking.com. Jack has shared his insights and advice with nearly
300,000 of the world's top leaders and professionals.
Having a sensible, practical approach to how tomorrow's new technologies will drive
change and spur innovation, Jack has advised key decision-makers at such Fortune 500
organizations as Mercedes Benz, Bosch, GE, Coca-Cola, IBM, Oracle, and SAP.
Jack integrates his executive experience in Industry, technology, and consulting to
speak on Innovation, Change Management, and Transformational Leadership. And, he
brings decades of experience designing, developing, and implementing emerging
technologies to speak with a deep understanding of such current leading-edge
technologies as Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain, 5G, and the Internet of Things.
Jack has delivered over 1,000 keynote presentations and executive forums in 26
countries and every state across the U.S. He is a Yale University graduate, and he holds
a Kellogg MBA degree specializing in Finance and Marketing.

"Jack's presentation was very well received
by the customers and prospects.
Thanks for knocking it out of the ballpark!"
-Karen Sage, CMO, MercuryGate International

He is highly-regarded for his expertise in technology-enabled
innovation and creating disruptive change, speaking on:

"Jack's seminar was instrumental in six clients signing up
for major upgrades in the following 60 days."
-Carl M. Mix, President, Application Results, Inc.

Innovation
Change Management
Transformational Leadership
Artificial Intelligence
Blockchain
5G / Internet of Things

KEY TOPICS
INNOVATION, TECHNOLOGY, AND THE FUTURE
Game-changing technologies now come in bunches! AI, Blockchain, 5G, & IoT are
driving exponential change. Jack shows organizations how to visualize, plan, and
execute radical innovations needed to go from responding to initiating change!
MANAGING CHANGE IN DISRUPTIVE TIMES
Disruptive changes can quickly redefine industries. Jack lays out a proven
methodology to maintain current operations, respond to short-term disruptions,
and achieve long-term strategic objectives.
TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP
A transformational leader must drive radically innovative changes in their
organization’s mindset, processes, business model, and ecosystem. Jack
describes the five characteristics of transformational leaders and the steps
needed to become one.
EXTRACTING REAL VALUE FROM ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
AI is transforming business, society, and the world. Jack shares real-world
examples of how cutting-edge businesses' Al implementations reduce costs,
improve service, and spark innovation.
THE BLOCKCHAIN TRANSFORMATION
How the trust and security of blockchain-enabled digital transformation will
evolve your business, your industry, and the world.
5G & IoT: THE INTERNET OF EVERYTHING
From connected cars to smart cities, remote robotic surgery, and self-configuring
factory floors, 5G and IoT will deeply disrupt your business and your industry.
Jack shows you how to design your 5G/IoT strategy for competitive advantage.
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